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INTRODUCTION
The current status report presents a brief overview of executed activities and outputs of the project
“Children of Caucasus” Regional Summer Camp – Networking of children and practitioners in Caucasus
region for better inclusion of vulnerable children in education and community life, implemented by seven
partner organizations of 3 consortiums from Armenia, Georgia, Azerbaijan and Russian Federation ( 8
NGOs) and covering the period
January – July 2013.
The contracting organizations for
the project are: NGO Bridge of
Hope (Armenia), NGO "Biliki"
(Georgia),
The
Educational
Center for Youth - ECY
(Azerbaijan)
and
“Stimul”
(Russian Federation). The NGOs
Sintem (Russia) and CIE, Umid
and BUTA from Azerbaijan had
equal participation in the project
in terms of their expertise input in
training and workshops with
children for trainers of other
organizations. Representation of
children in the camp was equally
divided between the countries.

ACTIVITIES PLANNED AND EXECUTED DURING THE REPORTING PERIOD.
Activities Meeting Objective 1: Facilitate cooperation and networking of children from Caucuses countries
(Annex 1: Outline of the agenda of summer camp. The specified and detailed agenda will be conducted
during the project by country coordinators).

1.1

A week long regional Summer Camp will be organized in Georgia (Ureki) for a total of 60 children
and 40 trainers/facilitators from all four countries (25 participants per country). The activity is
designed to facilitate exchange of knowledge, experiences in children’s issues on local level and
identification of common issues of interest for children in the region. Children will be trained in digital
photography, effective communication, the production of 1 minute films, and on using techniques of
forum/theater to discover problematic issues, art, psychology, tolerance building (July 2013).

Activities Meeting Objective 2: Exchange of knowledge and learning resources among partners of the
network.
2.1

During the weeklong camp a peer to peer ToT
(Training of trainers) will be carried out by
trainers from each organization based on the
training packages developed within their
projects in the consortiums. Each trainer will
present to other trainers their teaching method
and training package, the reasons and
justification for applying it and their
experience teaching with it. The theoretical
part of the trainings will be backed by the
practical work with children at the camp,
during which the given trainer will
demonstrate his/her training method/package
for others to see.

2.2

Peer-to-peer consultations will be carried out during the camp for trainers/specialists, giving them an
opportunity to further study the new techniques and methods they have learned of, as well as get
answers to any questions that remain regarding the existing teaching packages.

Major outputs
- A regional children’s media camp organized.
- ToT trainings carried out on new methods and packages of teaching and the training materials
shared between practitioners.
Outcomes
1. At least 60 vulnerable children from
countries of the region speak out on
behalf of their peers in the countries
and the region through various forms
of media.
2. 40 trainers/specialists will exchange
knowledge and learning resources by
means of theoretical and practical
trainings
3. Participants have a chance to share
their experience, knowledge and make
new friends
4. Through close and active collaboration
between the children from various
social backgrounds, cultures and
traditions tolerance among children is
improved and they become messengers of their peers in their schools and respective communities.
5. Improved essential communication and life skills in participant children helped them to be better
included in their local schools and communities on equal basis with their peers.

Presentation of CNC and by the originations:
At the beginning of the Summer Camp,
CNC was introduced to all of the
participants. Member organizations briefly
presented their activities, especially those
concerning children and youth. Participants
got acquainted with the organizations
working in the Caucasus countries, with
their experiences and problems, which are
similar in the Caucasus region.

Trainings and sessions for children:
During camp children participate in workshops and trainings “Taking photos in HDR and techniques of their
treatment”, “Effective communication”, “How to shoot social films” “Digital photography: Developing
digital photos”. They also actively were involved in Art therapy- mask therapy and forum/theater and
discover the problematic issues for participants. Children were working in small groups and during different
sessions they developed their skills for tolerance and found the way to understand each other.
Together they worked for creating logos and slogans for summer camp and CNC.
All the children had highlighted the importance of education and peace in the Caucasus; something that was
very noticeable in their activities and works.

Photo exhibition by Countries:
An exhibition of photos and videos done by children was
held during the Camp. Participants had brought all the
photographs and videos they had done before the Camp
from their countries in advance. Children had depicted
their country, community life, problems, their friends,
their daily life and dreams in their photographs. Short
films were also screened, again depicting the life and
culture of the children.

Leisure:
Leisure:
In addition to the trainings, leisure- related
activities were also organized for the children.
Within this framework children visited the
"Tsitsinatela" amusement park, the Batumi
dolphinarium, and Batumi city.

FlashMob:
Following the trainings children prepared and
staged a dance FlashMob. Wearing T-shirts
with the logos of their corresponding
organizations and CNC, the children danced in
a crowded area in Batumi, where more than a
100 people from the Caucasus and the CIS were
present. During the FlashMob children danced
together and caught the attention of passersby,
waiving their national flags and posters of the
Caucus Network for Children.

Adults group:
Participants and pedagogues working
with children took part in discussions,
during which they had the opportunity
to share their knowledge and experience
with their colleagues. They took part in
“How to cover children’s issues”, Arttherapy, Communication and other
trainings. They exchanged their abilities
to work with various groups, new
partners on a community level, as well
as their experience in establishing ties
with the mass media and governmental
bodies.

More photos:
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.718670648148313.1073741828.685581914790520&type=3

